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Contemporary fiction with strong female protagonists.
Realism combining elements of suspense with elements of humor.
Painting portraits of modern-day life, sprinkled with thoughts about fundamental values and
events in human life, including stories of love. Looking at society and its rules of behaviour,
against the background of recent historical events.
Tatin Giannaro writes about young women in foreign countries. Her theme is “Exciting
Truths. Stories about life”. Her favorite topic is the emotions and desires of humans and
universal human values.
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Das Flüstern des Bosporus (The Whisper of the Bosporus)
Author: Tatin Giannaro
Category
Contemporary urban fiction with elements of adventure in Istanbul.
Strong female characters.
Description
Six young women and men from five different countries meet in Istanbul. At the touching
point of Europe with Asia an adventure in the spirit of the “Abduction from the Seraglio”
brings them into unexpected danger.
Two women. Four men. A wedding in Istanbul.
A modern, inverse “Abduction from the Seraglio”. A life-or-death adventure at the Bosporus.
Sandy and Connie from Europe meet in the Hagia Sofia four friends: Pedro, Jean-Paul, and
the cousins Osman and Selim who are in Istanbul for their cousin’s wedding. In the city
between Orient and Occident, Germany, France, Spain, the UK and Turkey meet. Suddenly,
Sandy’s and Connie’s relaxed holiday trip to the Bosporus with unexpected love options
develops into a Turkish adventure between East and West.
Why this book is important
Clashes between Europe and Asia and between old tradition and modern life have effects on
social and private life, today more than ever. For everybody interested in the encounters of
different cultures.
Author biography
Tatin Giannaro writes exciting truths, stories about life. She has lived and studied in Germany
and in New York. She worked in consulting and in industry and has travelled many countries
including her mother’s homeland Greece. Currently, she is living near Frankfurt, Germany,
where she is writing about her favorite topic: emotions and desires of humans and universal
human values. She is inspired by the Greek atmosphere at the Aegean Sea.
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Wahrheit in Gefahr (Truth in danger)
Author: Tatin Giannaro
Category
Contemporary fiction with elements of suspense and a love story against the
background of recent political events in Greece. Strong female characters.
Description
The story follows two young women in their fight against corruption in a summer resort at the
Aegean Sea. An intense love from the past blurs the lines. While Greece is drowning in the
financial debt crisis, their search for the truth puts them into unexpected danger.
A story about justice, love, corruption and a lot of money.
A summer resort at the Aegean Sea. Alithea and Elli start asking questions about the resort’s
finances. Despite obstacles and no help from anywhere, the two young women are trying to
discover the truth and to find a way to fight back against financial exploitation and corruption.
Intense emotions of a love from Alithea’s past surface again to blur the lines between friend
and foe. Meanwhile, all of Greece is drowning ever deeper in the financial debt crisis and the
triangle of corruption. While political events in the country develop, the paradise-like summer
life at the sea turns into an unexpected danger.
Why this book is important
A historical account of Greece during the financial crisis and its political events. A story about
how ever-present corruption is pervading society and the effects on social and private life.
And a story about a fundamental decision: love or justice in a corrupt world.
Author biography
Tatin Giannaro writes exciting truths, stories about life. She has lived and studied in Germany
and in New York. She worked in consulting and in industry and has travelled many countries
including her mother’s homeland Greece. Currently, she is living near Frankfurt, Germany,
where she is writing about her favorite topic: emotions and desires of humans and universal
human values. She is inspired by the Greek atmosphere at the Aegean Sea.
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Die gelbe Perlenkette (The yellow pearls)
Author: Tatin Giannaro
Category
A story of love and migration in Germany, with some suspense. Very current
as migrant streams across the world keep moving. Strong female character.
Description
A foreign young woman comes to Berlin in the 1970ies, not speaking any German. The story
follows her quest for happiness, love, and a self-determined life, symbolized by a yellow pearl
necklace, against all obstacles in the foreign German society.
Young Greek Adeline is searching for a better life and happiness in Berlin’s sparkling world.
The foreign language, unknown conventions of society and Fritz are in her way. Alone and
desperate, she finally accepts his proposal to marry him.
Why this book is important
The story narrates the experience of migration to Germany in the 1970ies and is very current
with the ongoing migration streams across the world. It depicts German society and culture
during the 1970ies.
It shows the departure of a young woman into a foreign country and the struggle to survive in
the new environment, and to find a self-determined life in an unknown, sometimes hostile
society. It’s a narration about love in a foreign land and about the courage to fight for her own
paradise in a foreign society.
Author biography
Tatin Giannaro writes exciting truths, stories about life. She has lived and studied in Germany
and in New York. She worked in consulting and in industry and has travelled many countries
including her mother’s homeland Greece. Currently, she is living near Frankfurt, Germany,
where she is writing about her favorite topic: emotions and desires of humans and universal
human values. She is inspired by the Greek atmosphere at the Aegean Sea.
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Schatten im Apfel (Shadow in the Apple)
Author: Tatin Giannaro
Category
Contemporary fiction about an adventure of life in a foreign country, with a
love story and an account of historical events. Strong female character.
Description
The story follows a foreign graduate student at Columbia University right after the turn of the
millennium. She experiences the vibrant world of New York City, the fight for housing and
jobs, and the attacks of September 11, 2001.
A dream comes true: Katris goes to New York. She just needs to find an apartment before her
MBA-program at Columbia University starts. She has 14 days.
The intense study program starts. America is different than expected. Katris feels like living in
a movie. When she finally gets housing from the University, she feels more than happy. While
she is searching for the man with the green eyes she met there years before, suddenly her
roommate tries to drive her out of the apartment. The University administration is watching,
then takes sides – with the roommate. Katris’ dream turns into a fight against intrigues, the
University, and the danger in her hard-won apartment. Nobody suspects the bigger danger
approaching New York on a sunny September morning.
Why this book is important
A story about the fights and challenges of a new life in a foreign country. A detailed and
authentic description of life in New York in the years 2000-2002 and a historical account of
being a foreigner during and after the September 11, 2001 attacks.
Author biography
Tatin Giannaro writes exciting truths, stories about life. She has lived and studied in Germany
and in New York. She worked in consulting and in industry and has travelled many countries
including her mother’s homeland Greece. Currently, she is living near Frankfurt, Germany,
where she is writing about her favorite topic: emotions and desires of humans and universal
human values. She is inspired by the Greek atmosphere at the Aegean Sea.
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Grüne Tränen (Green Tears)
Author: Tatin Giannaro
Category
Contemporary fiction. A story of love in reality. Strong female character.
Description
The story follows a young foreign woman and the turbulent experiences in
her fight to win her big love, against the background of the 1970ies society
in Germany.
Alisia meets George. An encounter of destiny. It’s love at first sight. Two barriers are between
them: Alisia’s marriage, that she feels like a cage, and the women who surround George.
Alisia is torn between hope and desperation. In the interpretation of her unusual, surreal
dreams, she searches for the right path through the ups and downs of this love. The obstacles
in Alisia’s way are growing. His relationships with women, too. Might the biggest barrier for
their love be him?
An open and relentless description of the light and the dark sides of the reality of a young
woman’s big love. A document of the nineteen seventies in Germany.
Why this book is important
An account of a love story with a relentlessly honest view of a woman on the real ups and
downs of a love in a foreign country. A multi-layered story that opens a peek into the inner
thoughts of a woman. A narration that wakens the longings and the dreams buried inside the
reader. A book that gives courage to free oneself and make your dreams come true.
Author biography
Tatin Giannaro writes exciting truths, stories about life. She has lived and studied in Germany
and in New York. She worked in consulting and in industry and has travelled many countries
including her mother’s homeland Greece. Currently, she is living near Frankfurt, Germany,
where she is writing about her favorite topic: emotions and desires of humans and universal
human values. She is inspired by the Greek atmosphere at the Aegean Sea.
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